Welcome to Wide Area Workflow e-Business Suite. This demonstration contains audio narrative. Please adjust your volume accordingly.

This presentation provides an overview of ECP0837, Self Registration for IGT Roles. The purpose of this ECP was for iRAPT to create an automated workflow for an Intra-Governmental (IGT) Performance Evidence document. This document is based on the current Receiving Report (RR).
The User clicks the Register button.

Next, the User selects Government or Government Support Contractor and selects the iRAPT application.
5 new IGT roles will be added to the Role dropdown list.
IGT users will be able to register with a DoDAAC, Federal DUNS Number, or MAPAC (IGT Receivers, IGT Receivers View Only, and IGT Requesting Activity View Only).

When selecting the Location Code Type Federal DUNS Number, the Location Code must be 9 positions long. If DoDAAC or MAPAC is selected, existing iRAPT edits will apply.

Once a user is registered, their Supervisor must approve them and the iRAPT GAM will activate them.
This concludes our demonstration.